
PHILIPPE PACALET 
VINTAGE 2020

"Three words to sum up my wines of this vintage? Energy, 
richness - without being heavy!, freshness, good typicity, low 
alchohol - and.. "forwards"!"

– Philippe Pacalet

Philippe Pacalet is a tremendously gifted winemaker, one 
of the most thrilling producers today – not just in 
Burgundy but the world. His wines are consistently 
amongst the finest Burgundies we taste from barrel: 
hedonistic and expressive wines of thrilling energy, 
sweet, charming fruit, and vivid purity and freshness.

His wines continue to gain in global status; In 2017 La 
Revue du Vin de France awarded him the prestigious 
Negociant of the Year prize.



THE VINTAGE AND THE HARVEST

We expected Philippe to be circumspect about the quality of the 2020 vintage, 

however, we were wrong. “It was a sunny vintage!”, he beamed with delight. 

“But very little water, and precocious”, he added, with slightly less of a smile. 

Yields were below average.

Philippe had to work hard to adapt to the intense sunshine and drought-like 

conditions which characterised this vintage. He explained that those vines 

planted on rocky soil, with a good and deep root system (in Côte de Nuits, for 

example) resisted the climatic situation - including the intensity of the light - 

better than those planted on soil with clay, such as in Chambolle and Ladoix. 

They started harvest at the earliest date for 50 years, on 23rd August, picking 

Côte de Beaune first, followed by the whites, then Côte de Nuits last. This 

followed the early and good blossoming, however the lack of water over the 

summer months had an impact on the physiology of the vines and caused the 

grape berries to remain small, meaning that the material of the grapes was 

dense, with less juice - Philippe told us that the weight of the boxes was 

noticeably lighter because of this. In the cuverie, the grapes had to be cooled 

before entering the vat, and the fermentation also had to be cooled, to control 

the alcohol levels. Maceration was at most 20 days. And maturation in cask and 

racking at just the right moment were both crucial practices in this vintage, to 

allow the more dense and closed terroirs to open. 

Philippe’s practice of whole bunch vinification turned out to be key to the 

quality of his wines in this vintage. He told us “The stems re-absorbed some 

alcohol, which is good for the consumer because it means you can drink more! 

And you know, using stems is like bubbles for champagne - they bring 

freshness”. This has resulted in wines of real energy for Philippe in 2020: 

alcohols are lower than in 2019; no wine is higher than 13%. 

Philippe will rarely be drawn on his personal favorite terroirs and wines; he says 

“It’s like my kids, when they are going well I am happy!” However he said he 

was pleased with two new cuvées for this vintage - the Gevrey Chambertin 

Petite Chapelle 1er Cru, and the Pommard 1er Cru, which he blended from two 

plots due to not having enough quantity of each. He mused “It’s a tough 

vintage, a tough year - for everyone. But we can enjoy wine!” We couldn’t 

agree more, and if anyone’s wines are to be enjoyed, Philippe’s are. These corks 

are for popping. 



THE PHILIPPE PACALET STORY

Philippe Pacalet's story is quite something. The nephew of Marcel Lapierre, the 

legendary Beaujolais wine grower and natural wine pioneer, Philippe spent his 

summers in Viellié-Morgon with his uncle, working in the vines with him from 

the age of 14. He says, "I was born in the beginning of natural wine with my 

uncle so it is natural for me to work like this - but without fanaticism". 

Later, a chemistry degree then a DNO (diplome national d’oenologie) under the 

direction of Jules Chauvet where he learned about indigenous yeasts would 

prove useful, if not pivotal. In 1991, hearing that Henry-Frédéric Roch was 

looking for someone to work at Domaine Prieuré-Roch, he arrived in Burgundy 

brandishing a bottle of Morgon he had made with Lapierre as his cv....  

He became régisseur of the domaine and put in place - with the benevolent 

agreement of Roch - an organic farming programme and, in the winery, a 

vinification philosophy of indigenous yeasts and no added sulphur. Just 

imagine: he vinified Clos de Vougeot without sulphur. This was truly a small 

revolution in Burgundy. He stayed at DPR until January 2001 when he set 

out in Gevrey-Chambertin on his own, buying his cave in Beaune from 

Hubert de Montille in August 2006. 

Philippe has always worked with growers on a handshake, and land en fermage, 

rather than taking ownership. He muses, "In the beginning everyone said “Oh, 

Pacalet is a negociant. But now of course, properties are getting smaller and 

smaller because they have to share with their families, while my economic 

model is adapted to the situation".



THE PHILIPPE PACALET 
PHILOSOPHY

Philippe Pacalet's philosophy towards growing and making wine could be 

the very definition of sustainability. He states, "My philosophy is to make 

good wine of course! To make terroir wine. To make vibrant wines which 

provide emotion to people but are also sustainable for ecology and 

business, for me and for the people working with me"

His take on terroir is similarly holistic. He believes terroir is a living entity 

which is an expression of something unique and singular. Therefore, 

according to Philippe, there is no such thing as “terroir” everywhere. For 

him, terroir is a unification of soil, climate, and the reflection of the people 

making the wine. It is the extraction of information by the plant, 

communicated by the vinification process via the hands that make the wine. 

"The winemaker documents the extraction of information by the plant, like 

a photographer", he says, "Like this, nothing is fixed. Things move; terroir 

lives.”

Because Philippe needs his vines to be tended according to his very 

exacting principles, he has to spend a lot of time building relationships with 

the people whose vineyards he works, so that they will accept him working 

or managing the vines himself. 

His main principles are: organic cultivation of soils, manual harvesting, 100% 

whole bunch fermentation, fermentation with indigenous yeast only, no 

addition of sulphur at vinification, and élevage on lees and without stirring.



Despite this, he believes that "a bit of science is not a necessarily bad thing.” 

This is why he adds a tiny amount of sulphur just before bottling, to fix the 

wine, to capture it, to give it a framework and direction. Although natural 

wine purists may balk at this, for Philippe, “making wine should not be about 

following an ideology but the laws of nature”.

Moreover, he prefers to stay within the appellations and "fight with his 

convictions"; after his 2010 Gevrey-Chambertin was rejected for being too 

light in colour, a a fellow winemaker fought for the authenticity of his 

wine, which was eventually allowed. Philippe is happy to say he has 

noticed some improvements in the appellation system over the years - 

"minds are opening…", he reports.

Nor does he seek organic or biodynamic certification - because he wishes 

to remain free; for him, the best certification he could wish for is when a 

consumer buys a second bottle. 

For the future, Pacalet would like his Maison to remain “human sized”. He 

would also like to replant with more ancient and varied genetic vine material 

as he thinks the lack of diversity is why we are experiencing so many vine 

maladies these days. He says there is still much research to do here. 

NEWS OF THE 2020 VINTAGE WINES:

Adapting to what was presented to him by the vintage, Philippe made some 

changes to his selection of wines in 2020:

• Charmes Chambertin Grand cru was not produced

• Nuits St. Georges is not included in the offer this year due to its 

extremely limited production. Instead we are delighted to suggest 

Pommard village, where Pacalet was able to produce more volume

• However, due to the still small crop, Pacalet produced Pommard 1er cru 

as a blend of Charmots and Epenots

• This year Pacalet produced Chambolle Musigny 1er cru “Les Sentiers” 

instead of the usual 1er cru blend (Feusselotes, which composed the 1er 

cru with Sentiers, was damaged by frost)

• On the other hand, three new wines are present in the offer: Chassagne 

Montrachet 1er cru “Morgeot”, Chambolle Musigny 1er cru “Les 

Lavrottes” and Gevrey Chambertin 1er cru “Petite Chapelle”. Also 

proposed are few bottles of Monthélie 1er cru “Château Gaillard”, which 

Pacalet started producing in 2019 - be the first to try!



2020 WHITES AND REDS, in Philippe Pacalet's own words

"2020’s climate specificities are similar to the last two years. It confirms the 
establishment of a hot, sunny and dry climate which disrupts the cycle of the 

seasons. The vines adapt by shortening the vegetative cycle. Hence, the 
2020 vintage is one of the most precocious ever known. In Côte d’Or, 

rainfalls in winter were below average and there were just a few occurrences 
of temperatures below 0°C. The budburst was precocious due to mild 

temperatures during the last days of winter. In Côte d’Or we avoided harsh 
frosts during wetter days of March. The spring that followed was particularly 
dry, especially in April with record-breaking temperatures – while France was 
in lockdown. Throughout May, climate continued on the same path. However, 

by mid-May until the end of June we had rainfall close to normal levels, 
rather poor sunshine and good blossoming. July was very hot and dry which 
enabled phenology to keep its pace. August followed the same trend, apart 
from the storm of August 1st and the disrupted weather during the following 
days – unfortunately with little rain. Then, very warm, sunny days alternated 

with cloudy, stormy ones. Since new moon on August 19th rain fell 
moderately. It was followed by a sunny, dry and cooler weather with lower 
night-time temperatures. Harvest started on August 25th and finished on 
September 5th. During this period weather was sunny, dry and warm. The 
very particular phenology of 2020 obliged us to change the usual order of 

harvesting. 2020 was an extraordinarily precocious and dry vintage."

White Winemaking

"The small size of the berries on well-constituted stems forced us to 
tread grapes in the wine press. Treading grapes makes the pressing easier. 
It also increases the extraction of phenolic compounds coming from the 
skin and from the stems of whole bunches. This method is useful to build a 
rich style, even more if the harvest is ripe – which is the case for this 

vintage. This operation triggers the development of microorganisms 
(yeasts) by releasing juice from the grapes. We use mechanical plate 
presses which produce musts that are richer in nutrients for the yeasts. 

Pressing time was very long – 6 to 7 hours – due to the small size of the 
berries. Juice settling lasted 12 hours maximum without temperature control 
in order to avoid selecting wild yeasts. An excellent phenolic ripeness with 

good acidity augurs a vintage of undoubted quality."

Red Winemaking

"Concerning red wines, their seed lignification was very good with high sugar 
levels. For this harvest I sought the best compromise between sugar, acidity 

and seed ripeness. The aromatic ripeness was a key element and the 
high sugar concentration amplified it. The fruit freshness, the balance 

between acid and sugar, the phenolic and aromatic ripeness are the 
parameters that guide me when I choose our harvest dates. Tannins 
become ripe with maturation, but it is how grapes are handled in the 
winery that above all determines their quality. Our grapes are vatted 

manually as soon as they arrive in the winery to preserve their integrity."



THE PHILIPPE  PACALET 
VINEYARDS

Philippe began with a production of around 20,000 bottles when he started 

his Maison in 2001; he now produces 70,000 bottles across 30 appellations.

Across all of his range, each terroir is clearly and singularly defined, each 

wine notable for the purity of its expression, its precision and finesse, which 

have only become more defined over the years.

Across Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune, Philippe farms 8ha and is 

working with 18ha in total. Of those vineyards he and his team do not work 

themselves, he manages them so he has full control over the way his grapes 

are farmed. The vineyards are organic and biodynamic. Philippe uses his 

own team to hand harvest all the plots, with the grapes being sorted in the 

vineyard before being brought to the winery in Beaune.

Furthest North is Gevrey-Chambertin - an important part of Philippe's 

domaine. He makes Charmes Chambertin, Ruchottes (a tiny 0.17ha parcel!), 

Bel-Air, Corbeaux, Petite Chapelle 1er Cru (from 2020), and works with 3ha 

in Gevrey Villages. The Gevrey Village blend is 7 parcels “from all round the 

appellation, all very representative of the appellation”, he says 



He creates a Chambolle-Musigny from the excellent Sentier and Feusselottes 

climats, and some Clos Vougeot - just 20% of 1ha, which is found in the 

south, on the border with Vosne-Romanée. His vines here cover the whole 

slope, bottom to top and comprise no fewer than three soils - clay with big 

rocks at the top, in the middle marine mud which has become white rocks, 

and the last part is red, stony clay. It is a complex cuvée!

Then in Vosne-Romanée, he works with 1er Cru Chaumes and Echézeaux. 

Philippe's part of Chaumes is very interesting, being just below La Tâche and 

Malconsorts so with good vines and high up. His Echézeaux has a lot of 

power even though it is not imposing; the quintessential iron fist in a silk 

glove. The soils here are limestone with clay and sand, bringing minerality. Of 

Vosne-Romanée villages, only three casks are produced "and sometimes we 

drink all of them!" Philippe grins. This vineyard is not far from the Nuits-Saint-

George village and comprises a mixture of clay and stones, creating an 

opulent wine. 

In Nuits-Saint-Georges, Philippe works with Chaignots where the soil is quite 

similar to the Vosne-Romanée soils, so it is not the typical earthy character of 

Nuits-Saint-Georges, it is more smooth. The clay element of the terroir brings 

power and fruit.

Philippe's Nuits-Saint-Georges Argillas is more "Nuits" in character. The 

Comblanchien limestone and rocks give more depth, so the wine has less 

colour but presents as more vertical, with more length, and it has a sapidity, a 

chalky minerality. "Some people think this wine is quite hard, serious and 

severe", Philippe smiles, "but it is not the tannin, it is the chalk minerality". He 

loves this wine.

The Nuits-Saint-Georges Villages red vineyards, surface 1ha., are located 

beside the Vosne-Romanée vineyards, just below a premier cru plot. Philippe 

describes these as fruity and square wines "but with a certain gourmandise!". 

He takes fruit from two plots sited next to each other, high up the slope 

(even though one of the plots is called Bas du Combes) Philippe states 

"These are good vines with a lot of character of Nuits; the structure and all 

the time this chalkiness; you can feel it!"



Around the hill of Corton, in 2016 Philippe took en fermage in Aloxe-

Corton and Corton-Bressandes. Philippe says this is a challenge 

because these appellations are not well known, but he made the decision 

because it is a good economic and geographic diversification. The vines are 

old - 55 years - and of good genetic material. 

Philippe's Ladoix reds come from a 1 ha plot on a small hill on the border of 

Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune where the soil is red, with clay and 

comblanchien limestone rocks below this. This limestone is very interesting; it 

makes the wines around these hills a little more restrained, and it is also why 

there is a white grand cru here! The Ladoix whites come from a 1ha plot at the 

end of the combe where the soil is quite deep but very rich with stones which 

have funneled down from the whole valley, so this is a very rich soil. These 

cuvées are very gourmand with some nervosity because of those stones. 

"Very particular!" Philippe declares. The Ladoix 1er Cru La Joyeuses is from 

further up on the hill of Corton where there is also comblanchien stone here, 

but with some pink colouration, with a very low level of clay. Philippe says, 

"This wine always jumps out, it's discreet and gentle but powerful."

The Aloxe 1er Cru is quite the opposite, because there is more clay here; 

Philippe says "This is for a barbecue with T-bones!"

In Corton-Bressandes the soils are very rocky, with some clay; very different to 

Aloxe. This gives wines of oriental spice and floral notes. Philippe's plot faces 

the East and he keeps the density of wines high, which makes it difficult to 

farm but adds complexity to the wines. The vines are 80 years old! To plant 

here was very forward-thinking at the time... Philippe declares he is always 

surprised at the elegance of this cuvée. 

Philippe's Corton-Charlemagne plot is 35-40% of 1 ha. "The location is good", he 

says, "it is west, just below the wood - a nice parcel, and have been working 

the same plot since 2001" The vines are 80 years of age.



The Pommard is 2ha. "This is "big production!" Philippe laughs. 90% of the 

vines are in the mid slope, which brings elegance to Philippe's Pommards (the 

foot of the slope is comprised of a lot of clay, bringing heaviness). 

As with Corton-Bressandes, Philippe has a lot of affection for Pommard - 

for the underdog! The two appellations have not been fashionable in the 

past, however the newer generation of wine drinkers are now asking for 

Pommard, "because they are happy to find better wines than before", Philippe 

explains "no longer heavy, dark, full-bodied and over-extracted". From 

2019 Philippe had the opportunity to work with 1er Cru Epénots and Les 

Charmots, so he has now so he has now discontinued 1er Cru Arvolée to 

concentrate on working with the two other crus, which he can farm in the way 

that fits his philosophy.

In Meursault, Philippe's Villages comes from a 1.5ha plot called Grands 

Charrons just up from the Boute d'Or. This is a bank of rocks in the mid slope - 

Philippe likes chardonnay to have more rocks than clay. His Meursault 

Perrières, Charmes, and Genevrières are all tiny production, around 2-3 casks 

each. 

The Puligny-Montrachet plot is 75% of 1 ha between Saint-Aubin and Blagny in 

a high, good spot with quite heavy soil, which brings wines with more body 

which are very fresh for Puligny. At 45 years old, these are the oldest 

chardonnay vines Philippe is working with they have 45 years.

Philippe's 0.5ha plot of Chassagne-Montrachet is again quite high, with more 

structure because the plot is on stony soils which are more red and brown 

than Puligny-Montrachet
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